NR 126 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUZZER CRANE

WIE/1712301559 one luffer crane, height 277ft AMSL, erected at 012425.2N 1035356.6E (bearing 355.8 degrees, distance 3.1nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer crane marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A1237/15 dated 24/6/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 127 - TENGAH AERODROME – TOPLESS CRANES AND LUZZER CRANE

Between 1509010001-1708311559 three topless cranes and one luffer crane, height 411ft AMSL, erected at 011937N 1034324E (within Tengah ATZ). Topless cranes and luffer crane marked and lighted at night. Pilots to exercise caution. (NOTAM A1105/15 dated 8/6/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 128 - TENGAH AERODROME – TOPLESS CRANES

Between 1509010001-1708311559 two topless cranes, height 328ft AMSL, erected at 011936N 1034320E (within Tengah ATZ). Topless cranes marked and lighted at night. Pilots to exercise caution. (NOTAM A1106/15 dated 8/6/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 129 - TENGAH AERODROME – LUZZER CRANE

WIE/1712311559 one luffer crane, height 519ft AMSL, erected at 012435N 1034529E (within Tengah ATZ). Luffer crane marked and lighted at night. Pilots to exercise caution. (NOTAM A1103/15 dated 8/6/15 is hereby superseded.)

NR 130 - SEMBAWANG AERODROME – LUZZER CRANES

WIE/1712311559 two luffer cranes, height 312ft AMSL, erected at 012658.5N 1034828.9E (bearing 341 degrees, distance 1.5nm from Sembawang ARP - within Sembawang ATZ). Luffer cranes marked and lighted at night. (NOTAM A0968/15 dated 25/5/15 is hereby superseded.)